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1: Qbasic / Quickbasic News - Learning Center - Newbies
Buy Learning Microsoft QuickBasic Through VGA Graphics by Mark D. Smiley (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store.
Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

An introduction to how three dimensional graphics work, and some short code examples. Covers other topics
too, such as double buffering. This goes into a lot of depth, covering advanced material like raycasting and 3D
shading. Matt Bross Covers the very basics of 3D programming, with an introduction to 3D space. This
tutorial shows you how to draw a 3D cube. Chronomaster A great tutorial on 3D graphics in QB with source.
Includes an intro to 3D objects, and then shows how to create and rotate basic 3D shapes! Aaron Severn
Optimizations to the standard 3D rotating formulas that will save you some processing time. QB Times 8
Matthew R. Knight A user-friendly introduction to 3D space, with several essential equations, but very little
actual sample code. Knight Rotating 3D objects, then plotting them on the screen. Knight Implicit Surface
Polygonization A short article explaining how to polygonize implicit surfaces: A good introduction -- read this
before moving on to the other raycasting tuts. Includes some useful text diagrams. Karma Shows you how to
apply textures to 3D objects Unfortunately, the diagram images are missing. Doughty A great explanation of
the mathematics behind 3D graphics, including several text diagrams. Well-written and easy to understand!
Starts with the absolute basics, then builds on them by gradually improving the program, step-by-step. A great
series -- highly recommended! Joe King "The convex hull of a set of points is the smallest convex polygon
containing all of the points. This is a helpful thing to know when creating isosurfaces, and a bunch of other
shit. The small amount of source code included is for a Linux system, but the majority of the document is a
listing of useful texture-mapping formulas and equations. Jorrit Tyberghein An excellent explanation of the
process of "perspective projection" along the Z-axis in your 3D programs. Covers everything you could ever
need to program a 3D game, though much of the information is incredibly advanced-- by no means meant for
beginners.
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Learning Microsoft QuickBasic Through VGA Graphics, Kendall/Hunt Pub. Co., , ISBN , pp. Selected Articles Qualitative
Solutions to Ordinary Differential Equations in Two Dimensions, FORML Conference Proceedings, Forth Modification
Laboratory, to appear.

It makes use of Graphical User Interface for creating robust and powerful applications. The Graphical User
Interface as the name suggests, uses illustrations for text, which enable users to interact with an application.
This feature makes it easier to comprehend things in a quicker and easier way. Coding in GUI environment is
quite a transition to traditional, linear programming methods where the user is guided through a linear path of
execution and is limited to small set of operations. In GUI environment, the number of options open to the
user is much greater, allowing more freedom to the user and developer. Features such as easier
comprehension, user-friendliness, faster application development and many other aspects such as introduction
to ActiveX technology and Internet features make Visual Basic an interesting tool to work with. Visual Basic
VB is an event-driven programming language. This is called because programming is done in a graphical
environment unlike the previous version BASIC where programming is done in a text only environment and
executed sequentially in order to control the user interface. Visual Basic enables the user to design the user
interface quickly by drawing and arranging the user elements. Due to this spent time is saved for the repetitive
task. New environment, supported creation of ActiveX controls, deleted 16 bit application support. If you ever
used Visual Basic 3, you too could have known everything. Visual Basic 3 was a reasonably small but
powerful language. Visual Basic 4 added classes to the language and made Visual Basic much more
complicated. Versions 4, 5, and 6 added more support for database programming and other topics such as
custom controls, but Visual Basic was still a fairly understandable language, and if you took the time you
could become an expert in just about all of it. NET accelerated the expansion of Visual Basic tremendously.
NET Framework added powerful new tools to Visual Basic, but those tools came at the cost of increased
complexity. Associated technologies have been added to the language at an ever - increasing rate, so, today, it
is impossible for anyone to be an expert on every topic that deals with Visual Basic. System requirements for
Visual Basic depends on the version of Visual basic software. A complete installation of the most powerful
version of Visual Basic 6. This online Visual Basic tutorials are intended for programmers of all levels.
Whether you are a beginner or and advanced VB learner you are absolutely here at the right place to learn
what you really should learn. You will currently find only Visual Basic 6 tutorials. We are working on to
provide you with Visual Basic. NET tutorials and more other IT related tutorials covering programming,
databases, networking, web development etc. Check back now and then for updated and new lessons from
Freetutes. Learn Visual Basic 6. If you are new to programming or to visual basic this, beginner level tutorial
will be the definite guide which you really should go through. Step by step lessons with examples and source
code will help you to understand the lessons easily and quickly. Click here to view the table of contents of
VB6 for beginners. Learn Advanced Visual basic 6. This tutorial conducts you on a self-guided tour of all the
areas covered by the VB6 Distributed Applications and the VB6 Desktop Applications and teaches you the
specific skills you need to achieve in such area. If you are new to computers and want to acquire knowledge
about the process of system development, then you will find useful information in this tutorial. This tutorial is
designed to explain various aspects of software development and different techniques used for building the
system. This tutorial is a good introductory guide to the need and overall features of software engineering.
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SVGAQB is a Super VGA graphics library designed for use with MS QuickBasic It is written in % assembly language for
the best possible speed. It provides the MS QuickBASIC programmer with an easy interface to the high resolution/high
color video modes of the newer SVGA video cards.

TXT contained in archive: QB Express teaches new users all they need to know to navigate the environment in
just 10 minutes. Detailed printed tutorials also help the novice programmer learn the fundamentals of
programming and the Microsoft QuickBASIC environment. QB Advisor Offers "Instant Productivity" QB
Advisor makes it easy for novice programmers to master the fundamentals of programming by providing them
with "instant," context- sensitive on-line help. Faster and easier to use than hard copy documentation, the
state-of-the-art QB Advisor eliminates the need for most manuals and quick-reference cards. A single
keystroke or mouse click provides immediate context-sensitive help on program statements, error messages
syntax and run-time , dialog boxes, menu entries and even the help system itself. Based on hypertext
technology, the help facility offers extremely fast access with extensive cross-referencing capabilities. By
placing the cursor anywhere on the screen -- on a statement in the program, an error message, a dialog box or a
menu choice -- and pressing a mouse button, the user immediately gets a complete explanation of the
highlighted item. For mouse users, accessing this information is as easy as point and click. Additionally, if a
programmer has questions about how a variable type or data structure was used in the program, QB Advisor
can quickly provide information about what the variable type or data structure represents, where it is used, and
how it relates to other variable types and data structures in the program. Easy Menus Provide Additional Help
Another new feature that helps the first-time programmer get up to speed quickly is the Easy Menus option,
which simplifies the user interface by reducing the number of choices in menus and dialog boxes. This option
lets new programmers begin programming while learning only a minimum set of commands, allowing them to
quickly become productive. Once they have mastered the basics, they can choose to view the full range of
menu choices. The print-based tutorial teaches by walking the user step by step through the process of
building an electronic card file. This integrated programming environment allows users to move easily
between writing and debugging their programs without ever exiting from the environment. The unique
edit-and-continue feature lets users interrupt an executing program, make changes to it and continue running
instantly. The state-of-the- art integrated debugger allows debugging to be initiated at the touch of a key at any
time during program development. A new Instant Watch capability allows users to immediately find out the
value of any variable or expression at any time. Microsoft Corporation NASDAQ "MSFT" develops, markets
and supports a wide range of software for business and professional use, including operating systems,
languages and application programs, as well as books and hardware for the microcomputer marketplace.
Hercules is a registered trademark of Hercules Computer Technology.
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VGA, EGA and Hercules(R) graphics adapters. The new Microsoft QuickBASIC is available now at all Microsoft retail
outlets in inch and inch versions.

Character of the CGA character set consists of a box occupying the entire left half of the character matrix.
Character consists of a box occupying the entire right half. Because each character can be assigned different
foreground and background colors, it can be colored for example blue on the left foreground color and bright
red on the right background color. This can be reversed by swapping the foreground and background colors.
Using either character or , each half of each truncated character cell can thus be treated as an individual
pixelâ€”making horizontal pixels available per line. This uses extra video memory that is normally unused.
However, most games did not do this, perhaps out of fear it would only work on some monitors but not othersa fear that is not unfounded as it was later found that certain compatibles have cards that either glitch or ignore
any attempt to put the device into this mode. Composite artifact colors Using the NTSC TV-out instead of an
RGBI monitor not only made for less attractive colors, as described above, but as is common with NTSC
composite video, the separation between luminance and chrominance is far from perfect, yielding cross-color
artifacts, or color "smearing". This is especially a problem with column text: However, programmers soon
found out that this flaw could be turned into an asset, as distinct patterns of high-resolution dots would
"smear" into consistent areas of solid colors, thus allowing the display of completely new artifact colors.
Internal operation[ edit ] Direct colors are the normal 16 colors as described above under "The CGA color
palette". Later demonstrations by enthusiasts have increased the maximum number of colors the CGA is
known to produce in a single image to approximately a thousand. Aside of artifacting, this technique involves
the text mode tweak which quadruples its rows, thus offering the benefit of 16 foreground and 16 background
colors. Resolution and usage[ edit ] Composite artifacting, whether used intentionally or as an unwanted
artifact, reduces the effective horizontal resolution to a minimum of pixels, more for black-on-white or
white-on-black text, without changing the vertical resolution. The low resolution of this composite color
artifacting method led to it being used almost exclusively in games. Many of the more high-profile titles
optionally, sometimes exclusively, offering graphics optimized for composite color monitors. In this mode,
dithering was employed to simulate extra colors. Microsoft Decathlon - Top: Game in composite mode,
Bottom: Game in RGB mode, Left: Limiting the character display to the upper or upper two scanlines, and
taking advantage of the pixel arrangement in certain characters of the codepage , it is possible to display up to
colors. This integrated circuit was originally designed only for character-based alphanumeric text displays and
can only address a maximum of character rows. To realize graphics modes with scanlines on the CGA, the
MC is programmed with character rows per picture and two scanlines per character row. Instead, graphics
modes on the CGA first put only the even-numbered scanlines continuously in a first block of video memory,
then a second block of odd-numbered scanlines starting at video memory position 8, This arrangement results
in additional overhead in graphics modes for software that manipulates video memory. The higher bandwidth
used by column text mode results in random short horizontal lines appearing onscreen known as "snow" if a
program writes directly to video memory. The BIOS avoids the problem by only accessing the memory during
horizontal retrace, or by temporarily turning off the output during scrolling; while causing the display to blink,
IBM decided that doing so was better than snow. In the column text mode, the pixel clock is doubled, and all
the synchronization signals are output for twice the number of clock cycles in order to last for their proper
duration. Some of the software that supported the board was:
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learning and using microsoft quickbasic [author not stated] on amazoncom *free* shipping on qualifying offers this text
explains how to install and use microsoft quickbasic on your computer in addition to explaining the fundamentals.

Monte Davidoff was also involved with development, in particular with floating point arithmetic. QuickBasic
not only could do this, but also allowed these sources files to be compiled into executable files. Rewind back
to the late s however and an individual not yet known to Microsoft would unknowingly become one of the
forefathers to the yet to be released Visual Basic, Alan Cooper. How it was designed was that there would be a
palette comprising of various controls such as buttons, and these would be placed on a form. Metaphorically
speaking, it was akin to the idea of having a paint palette with different colours and a sheet of canvas to paint
on. A couple of months had passed and a working prototype was available. As he had done in the past, Alan
attempted to show his program to various publishers in order to sell it. Microsoft were to release Windows 3.
As part of the agreement that was in place, Microsoft was to have exclusive rights for Ruby. Alan and his team
developed Ruby with its own language within for creating a shell program and with the intention that it would
be shipped with Windows 3. Designed specifically for Windows 3. PC Magazine awarded Visual Basic 1.
Compared to other Microsoft products, the Setup program was very primitive. Nevertheless while VB 1. Bill
Gates during a presentation on Windows 3. Download Microsoft Visual Basic 1. Click on the image. Scanned
image of VB 1. This oddball release became available in both Standard and Professional editions, and would
never see later versions targeting DOS. Microsoft announced it as the direct replacement for QuickBasic,
though ultimately preferred users to transition to Windows programming and this may have been a way to
entice that. A support article KB discusses the conversion process. VBDOS can create both types of
applications. Those that require a run-time module, or those that are a stand-alone. In addition to being able to
use the standard run-time modules, VBDOS Professional allows the creation of custom run-time modules.
Both editions of VBDOS allow you to incrementally add forms, dialog boxes, and controls to existing
applications without rewriting them. Also included is a high-speed alternate floating-point math library. Also
included is the MS Source Profiler which allows you to fine tune your applications, stub files which allow you
to remove run-time functionality your program does not use.
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The graphics support color x VGA, and color x VGA, as well as an array of other graphics cards. QBasic can be
expanded with the use of QuickLibraries .QLB's) which add routines from Assembler and C.

This information gave us an idea of what problems they were trying to solve. The next question was, "How
can we design a product that will satisfy their needs? That is, the investment they had to make in order to
become productive was too large. Professional Programmers The professional programmer today is competing
in a fiercely competitive marketplace. For both those writing software for commercial distribution and those
writing within a corporate setting, providing the fastest, smallest and most useful application requires tools
that offer the complete development solution. The needs of the professional language user vary greatly from
those of the nonprofessional. About 75 percent of the C 5. Here are some of the things they are using C 5.
Software development tools 59 percent Communications 56 percent Custom report generation 55 percent
Custom database work 55 percent Interrupt processing 54 percent Graphics except presentation graphics 36
percent Statistical analysis of data from spreadsheets and databases 32 percent Embedded systems ROMable
code 30 percent Accounting systems 24 percent Real-time process control 39 percent Presentation Graphics 20
percent These professional programmers rate attributes such as performance, reliability and manufacturer
reputation at the top of their list of purchase criteria. The Challenge The challenge faced by a programming
language vendor is how to create the best possible tool to meet the needs of these two distinct sets of users. At
Microsoft, we feel that it is impossible to create a single product that meets the needs of both the professional
and the novice users. Their needs are different, their expectations are different, and most of all, the ways they
use the products are different. Microsoft has designed two very distinct product families to meet the needs of
these two segments. For each, the underlying mission is to provide the best possible tool for the customer.
These differences require a fundamentally different design philosophy for the tools themselves that weighs
such things as compilation speed vs. With the Quick languages, getting the user up the learning curve as fast
as possible is our guiding principle -- which we have termed "ease of mastery. QB Advisor represents the state
of the art in hypertext-based, on-line help technology. No matter where users are -- on a menu command, a
BASIC keyword, an error message or a variable -- all they have to do is press the key, and QB Advisor gives
information specifically relating to the context. Since one of the most productive ways to learn is by example,
the QB Advisor has at least one and most times two examples for every entry. However, through our research,
we found that in order to learn Microsoft QuickBASIC and become productive, only a subset of the full
command set was necessary. In contrast to the learning tools designed for the novice programmer, Microsoft
professional tools will continue to evolve as the state of the art, providing the complete development solution
for the programmer whose livelihood depends on the tools he uses. Specifically, the evolution will focus on
three areas: Microsoft is a company built on technology. Whether operating systems, languages or
applications, the technology underlying the product must be state-of-the-art. For languages, this will include
technology such as code generators, debuggers and other tools; environments to support workgroup software
development; and object-oriented and visual programming for graphical user interfaces such as Microsoft
Windows and Presentation Manager. Professional programmers have had to settle for standalone tools with
little or no integration. A truly advanced, integrated development environment will be flexible enough to
handle the wide range of tools that professionals will want to install and powerful enough to handle the huge
applications being developed. Early support of new operating systems and hardware. Professional developers
demand tools powerful enough to exploit new hardware and systems software platforms. This support allows
the professional developer to move quickly in the competitive software-development marketplace. Microsoft
designs each Quick language and professional language with one goal in mind: To create the best tool possible
for the customer who will use it. For the professional languages, this means providing the complete
development solution -- tools that offer the power and performance required by the software developer earning
a living with those tools. For the Quick languages, it means breaking new ground in ease of mastery,
shortening the learning curve and making the user productive as quickly as possible.
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I purchased Douglas Hergert's Microsoft QuickBASIC: 2nd Edition around , when I was teaching myself how to program.
I was excited about the possibilities of programming in a structured language; QuickBASIC was (and still is, after a
quarter century) the ideal springboard from which to progress beyond the spaghetti code of GW-BASIC and other such
variants.

This page will answer some of your questions about programming, QBasic, and what this page has to offer. If
you want to get a jumpstart on programming, check out the "tutorials" section of the page and dive right in.
Or, you can read the following questions and answers to gain a little more knowledge about QBasic and
learning it before you get your feet wet. Please note that this section is new and will be expanded shortly.
QBasic "QuickBasic" is a language published by Microsoft. The current and last version is 7. QBasic is
extremely easy to use. For instance, line numbers are not required but can be used - as well as "line labels"
with text names. QBasic can be expanded with the use of QuickLibraries. It can also be expanded through
structured programming - the re-use of SUBroutines and functions. There are many possibilities. You can
download QBasic from here. Try some of our Affiliates. They all have great webpages, based around Qbasic!
So how do I learn QBasic? There are many, many ways to learn QBasic. You can go to the bookstore and buy
a book, read tutorials for free off the internet, download and dissect programs, or have a friend teach you.
Then, buy a qbasic book from my bookstore. Read the book, then begin applying it. Then, start downloading
files from file libraries - games, utilities, whatever interests you, and "fool around" with them. See how they
work - tinker with the code and rework it a little. Other than that, just be persistent. Never get too frustrated
with a program, and always keep trying new things. If you really get stuck, try posting a question on the
forum. The most important thing to do is be persistent. If you have questions, ask someone. If you have any
questions about this page, post them in the forum or e-mail me.
8: Color Graphics Adapter - Wikipedia
Basic 2 DOSBox by Author: Crossroads. This is a handy tool which copies the selected versions of BASIC (QBasic ,
QuickBASIC , QuickBASIC Extended and/or Visual Basic for DOS) with just a few clicks to your hard drive and creates
configuration files and shortcuts.

9: Mark D. Smiley, Forth Resume
VGA and MCGA Adapter SCREEN Modes: Screen 11 x graphics 80 x 30 or 80 x 60 text format, character box size of 8
x 16 or 8 x 8.
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